POM POM MITTENS
(AGES 2-6)

Materials Included
* One piece of coloured cardstock
* Pom Poms in various colours
* A length of string for hanging your mittens

Materials not provided
* Glue
* Scissors
* Pencil, markers or crayons

Instructions:
1. Fold the card stock in half.
2. Trace your hand on the card stock with a pencil, making a mitten shape (fingers together on cardstock).
3. Cut out your mitten shape.
4. Voila! Two mittens!
5. Decorate your mittens with markers, crayons and don’t forget to glue on the Pom Poms!
6. Let the glue dry before hanging.
7. Poke a hold in the bottom of the mittens.
8. Tie a mitten at one end of the string and one mitten at the other end.
9. Hang your mittens up and admire your beautiful artwork!

Activity Tip! Your child is working on their fine motor skills by tracing and cutting the mittens. Help them work on their perceptual skills by talking about the patterns that they’re making, whether their mittens will match, or by counting and sorting the pom poms by colour or size.